AI for Supply Chain

Shift from Crisis
Management to Resiliency
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Supply Chain in Crisis

66%

74%

Survey results from

1000

of organizations said their supply
chain strategy would need to

74%
69%

supply chain

change significantly, in order to

executives revealed:1

adapt to a new normal post

experienced shortage of
critical parts
also experienced delayed
shipments and longer lead times
had difficulty to adjust
production capacity to
meet fluctuating demand

COVID-19.1

Aggregated, longer-term

capacity analysis overstates
capacity by

10 20%
TO

44%
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of businesses have not mapped their supply network at all1

1. Capgemini - Fast forward – Rethinking supply chain resilience for a post-pandemic world
2. EY Supply Chain - How to harness the transformative power of plant digital twins; Chapter 6 - A single, more accurate source of truth on capacity
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A New Digital Approach is Required
Supply Chain Digital Twin is the unified data layer that serves as the foundation for
AI applications to manage inventory, suppliers, production, and demand forecasting.

Digital Twin
for Supply Chain
Optimize
Inventory

AI Solutions
• Global end-to-end visibility of the supply chain
• Ability to conduct scenario analysis

Pain Points

AI Solutions

• Critical parts / raw
material shortages

• Optimize re-order parameters
by parts & locations

• Manual risk evaluation
and mitigation

• Create ‘what-if’ scenarios
and digitally simulate results

Optimize Part
& Material
Sourcing

Manage
Supply Risk

Pain Points

AI Solutions

• Lack of supplier
network visibility

• Provide visibility into risks
at granular level

• Unplanned delays
and disruptions

• Provide actionable
recommendations to meet
OTIF goals

Pain Points

AI Solutions

• Inability to identify
savings opportunities

• Identity lowest prices
paid for parts

• Inability to evaluate
supplier performance

• Compare supplier
performance and
mitigate supplier risk

Optimize
Production

Pain Points

AI Solutions

• Inaccurate production
planning

Forecast
Demand

• Failure to respond to
emerging issues

Pain Points

• Plan and schedule tasks for
hundreds of thousands of
products
• Capture planning constraints
that change over time

AI Solutions

• Slow response to change

• Identify best performing
forecasts based on AI models

• Forecasts with low
accuracy

• Predict and plan for changes
in customer orders
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Supply Chain Resiliency
Build foundational capabilities, accelerate deployment, and achieve supply
chain resiliency with AI-enabled supply chain applications from C3 AI

Compounded Benefit

Product Offerings

C3 AI Supply Chain Digital Twin
AI-Enabled Supply Chain Maturity

Increase in OTIF
performance

10-20%

Improvement in OTIF planning
and scheduling performance

Proactively
Capture Price
Savings

3-6%

16 Weeks

Improved
Sourcing
Strategy

5-10%

25-30%
Savings in inventory
holding costs

$100M
TO

$200M

From kick-off to
pre-production
application

Increase in product
availability

savings annually

C3 AI Supply Chain Suite is a comprehensive AI-enabled set of SaaS applications.
These applications are designed to work either as standalone purpose-built targeted
applications or together with high interoperability across the entire value chain.
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Build Your Roadmap to Success

Contact
Sales

View
Demo

Download
Case Study

sales@c3.ai

c3.ai/industries/manufacturing/demo

c3.ai/manufacturing/customer

1300 Seaport Blvd., Suite 500 • Redwood City, CA 94063
www.C3.ai

About C3.ai
C3.ai, Inc. (NYSE:AI) is the Enterprise AI application software company that accelerates digital transformation for organizations globally. C3 AI delivers a family of fully integrated products: C3 AI® Suite, an end-to-end platform for developing, deploying, and operating
large-scale AI applications; C3 AI Applications, a portfolio of industry-specific SaaS AI applications; C3 AI CRM, a suite of industry-specific CRM applications designed for AI and machine learning; and C3 AI Ex Machina, a no-code AI solution to apply data science to everyday
business problems. The core of the C3 AI offering is an open, model-driven AI architecture that dramatically simplifies data science and application development.
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